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From the President’s Desk
Dear Members,
We are now experiencing waves not only of
Covid, but also of digital disruption that are
redesigning almost every sector of our economy.
The banking industry is no exception to the rule,
and it was, in fact, one of the earliest to adopt
this transformation to enhance the value addition
provided to its customers. Traditional banking
is evolving into digital banking throughout the
country today, in sync with the emergence of advanced 4G and 5G mobile
technologies. Today’s smartphones have given an essential thrust to the
banking industry’s paradigm shift, thus changing the way Indian businesses
were conducted for generations. That is the need of the hour in today’s
increasingly global and competitive economy.
The digitalization of operations will help the industry to advance inclusive
financial services, and put genuine power in the hands of the masses. The
Aadhaar Card has given every Indian a unique digital identity to enable
them to avail of a host of socioeconomic services offered by the public
and private sectors. Linking the Aadhaar Card to the bank account is going
to be a game-changer, especially for millions in rural India, as well as most
of those at the bottom of the pyramid.
We are soon going to witness the ubiquity of digital banking and the
emergence of new innovative payment infrastructures. With these digital
innovations connecting stakeholders, the government also needs to put
in place new digital regulation, which would give consumers and MSMEs
more power over the data they generate and use. With adequate data
sharing mechanisms, as well as suitable regulation and governance systems
in place, a digital banking ecosystem can flourish. It will give our economy
the much needed impetus to cultivate stability, transparency, fairness,
inclusion and interoperability.
With the development of an appropriate digital banking system, who
gets what in tomorrow’s data-driven economy will become increasingly
clear. To this end, policy action should be taken to expand investment in
digital infrastructure and connectivity in the financial services sector by
expanding broadband internet activity and coverage, as also by improving
the delivery of affordable smartphone services throughout the land. With
the right public-private partnerships in place, our banking sector can enable
the generation of more wealth in the service of the masses than what
October 2021
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we can probably even imagine today. This could be used for productive
socioeconomic development initiatives at all levels.
The banking industry will need to sharpen its focus on providing its
customers integrated solutions. The realm of digital payments, for example,
has evolved from being a cost centre to becoming a revenue centre for
banks. It is now an important lever for customer acquisition and retention.
Banks will need to offer diverse services like lending, wealth management,
micro-insurance, and the use of data analytics under one roof to offer
more personalized solutions for their clients. All this is doable and it will
enable them to stay one step ahead of the competition.
The digital transformation forced on the economy by Covid is a blessing
in disguise, especially for the banking industry. If government regulations
keep pace with the unfolding developments, it is the layperson who stands
to be the biggest beneficiary of this technological revolution. With banks
increasingly beefing up their online presence, opening a bank account
anywhere in the country can now even be done from the comfort of
one’s home, provided one has access to a reliable internet connection.
It is precisely such facilities that will pave the way for rapid and genuine
financial inclusion.
A disruptive digital transformation capitalizes on creativity and innovation
in any sphere of economic activity. This is especially true in the banking
industry, where whether it is payments services, digital lending, insurance,
or even cryptocurrencies, new technologies have helped drive costefficiencies and enhanced consumer experiences. There is huge unexplored
potential here, as when it comes to digital banking, we have still barely
scratched the surface.
Innovation, efficiency, and the ease of use of financial services will
ultimately become critical differentiators for the survival and success of
banks. Digitalization will make these services cheaper, faster and more
accessible to the masses. While technology is a science, customer centricity
is an art. Digitalization can be enabled, but banks will also need to intricately
understand customer needs, come up with appropriate solutions, and
implement them accordingly.
In the near future, the banking industry will transform by leaps and bounds.
The leading players will be routinely using cutting-edge technologies like
artificial intelligence to derive deep customer insights and individualize
financial services for their clients. Location will not matter – whether the
bank branch is across the street or in another continent, its services will be
delivered to all its customers equally efficiently. However, what we need
to remember at all times is that it is the socioeconomically marginalized
communities, spread across the length and breadth of India, who need to
benefit most from this digital transformation sweeping the banking industry.
4
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Macro Musings

Coping with the banking crisis
Introduction
India’s brush last year with one
of the biggest economic shocks
of our generation revealed some
fundamental vulnerabilities of
our financial system. India’s
business model of the banking
and financial sector is under
increasing threat. This does not
bode well for the future of the
nation’s macroeconomic stability.
After all, the banking sector
plays a critical role in mitigating
the unprecedented financial
shock caused by Covid. It does
this by supporting affected
borrowers and maintaining
the flow of credit to the real
sector (especially MSMEs) while
preserving financial stability.
Luckily, the global banking
system is on a much stronger
footing now than what it was
during the 2008 financial crisis
due to the implementation of
the G20 financial regulatory
reforms.
Nevertheless,
as
liquidity challenges produce
structural
solvency
issues,
defaults on debt will rise and the
pressure on the banking system
will grow. While banks surely
need to reinvent themselves,
both policy and market regulators
also need to keep an eye on the
evolving landscape. Covid has
altered the rules of the game
in unthinkable ways, and most
Indian corporations are now on
a deleveraging spree.
6
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Aiming for
recovery

a

sustainable

India’s banking system is gradually
losing its primary position as
the financier of the economy.
As Indian corporates shy away
from raising money from the
banking system and move
instead to capital markets, most
banks are looking at the retail
segment for exploring new credit
opportunities. However, this is a
space where fintech firms have
a distinct advantage. New age
fintech companies have joined
hands with NBFCs and are giving
banks a run for their money on
the retail front. There are also
some difficult policy questions
that need to be answered. For
example, the purchase and sale
of mutual funds and insurance
policies on virtual platforms
is fine as it also cuts costs of
brokerage and benefits customers,
but should core banking products
also migrate to such platforms?
Could it have adverse long-term
implications for financial sector
stability?
Particular
vigilance
is
necessary
regarding
policy
measures
inconsistent
with
existing
internationally-agreed
frameworks. India has relatively
fewer policy options at its disposal
due to limited policy buffers,
weaker implementation capacity,
and less sophisticated regulatory
frameworks. This could explain
the government’s higher reliance

on policy responses that are not
always in line with IMF or World
Bank recommendations. Simply
changing the way in which the
“vital signs” of the banking sector
– capital, liquidity, asset quality etc.
– are defined and measured will
not go far in keeping the banking
system healthy. Dealing with NPA
issues, providing clear guidance
on asset classification and
provisioning, and ensuring that
relief measures are well designed,
time-bound and targeted are also
key to laying the foundation of a
sustainable recovery.
Conclusion
How wisely policymakers cope
with current and long-term
economic challenges caused
by Covid will be an important
defining factor determining
the lifestyles of our and future
generations. In this regard,
if the government makes the
right policy moves, the hope of
delivering a quality banking system
to every Indian is certainly within
reach. The need of the hour is to
encourage the use of flexibility
in the financial framework while
upholding certain minimum
standards. Healthy vital signs
of the banking system should
be transparently maintained
and supervised. This will help
minimize the risks of a deeprooted financial crisis, which
would otherwise compound the
major socioeconomic costs of
the pandemic.
MEDC Economic Digest
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Digital Transformation in
Banking Sector
- P. Jeevanandam,
Assistant Professor and Head,
Commerce with Computer Applications, RVS Kumaran Arts and Science College, Dindigul

ABSTRACT
At present information technology is very powerful
and financial institutions are the backbone of the
Indian economy. The Indian banking industry is in
the midst of a revolution. The banking sector plays
a significant role in the development of the Indian
economy. Nowadays, banks provide faster efficient
and convenient customer service and contribute to
the overall growth and development of the country.
Digital transformation is far beyond just moving
from traditional banking to a digital world. It is a
critical change in how banks and other financial
institutions learn about interaction and to satisfy
customers. Digital transformation looks different
in every industry and every company. In general
terms, it is the integration of digital technology
in every area of business. Industry analysis gives
a broad idea of industry in terms of its objectives,
resources as inputs and functions, products and
services as output. In this paper, we have studied
various electronic payment systems practiced by
the banking industry like card payments NEFT,
RTGS, IMPS and UPI. At the same time, the digital
revolution also raises new challenges pertaining to
the stability and the integrity of the financial system
and the protection of consumers.
Keywords: Digitalization of banking, Banking
industry and Technology and Services

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, Banking is an important part of our
lives. It is so important that we cannot make our
economic system stronger without it. The history
of these advanced and technical Banks is also very
MEDC Economic Digest

interesting. Modern banks that we are using today
are originally a contribution of the Europeans.
Time has greatly influenced the working system of
Banks. Starting from account books to computers,
and then to smart phones, eventually reaching to
the pockets of people, net banking made the work
of people a lot easier. People are also free from the
fear of keeping cash with them. During the time of
demonetization, lack of cash forced people to use
mobile banking or digital payment which seemed
to be a better choice for them. Our country is
moving to a cashless economic system. Inspired by
the Government’s mission, Banks are also adapting
safe and easy methods for customers. The main
steps of the digital banking process have focused
mainly on adding to the existing offer the use of
new services enabled with technology to increase
accessibility and value for customers. In this paper,
the study focuses on the impact of digitalization on
banking, which is a major concern with the payment
services provided by the bank to its customers.

DIGITAL PAYMENTS SYSTEMS
USED IN BANKING SERVICE:
Any kind of transfer of funds made by an individual
through instruction or order to a bank to make
Payment or credit the account by using electronic
means is known as digital payments. It is monitored
under the payment and settlement act.
NEFT: RBI has started a new payment system in
November 2005 intending to provide a new online
payment mechanism to customers. It is recognized
as the National Electronic Fund Transfer (NEFT)
system. This facility is given to the customers in
October 2021
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India having NEFT-enabled bank accounts. It
helps to transfer funds between two on a one-toone basis. But the condition is both the sender
and receiver branches must be NEFT enabled.
It is available on all days of the year and equal to
real-time funds transfer to the beneficiary account
by using the internet and mobile banking facility
offered by the bank.
Debit Cards: It is a payment card, and by using this
money will be directly deducted from a customer’s
account to pay for the purchases. So, it is one of
the plastic payment systems that is linked to the
customer’s checking account. It eliminates carrying
physical checks to make purchases more directly. It
has control over the usage of the amount available in
the account and thereby protects the user from the
default position. Some cards offer reward programs
to the customers. There are three different types
of debit card processing viz. pin debit, signature
debit, and contactless debit. These cards can be
used for withdrawals and make payment for various
purchases subject to a limit to the amount existing
in the account. E.g.: online purchase, car rentals,
hotel or airline reservations, etc.
Credit Cards: It is the most common mode of
electronic payment system wherein customers can
use the card for making various types of online
as well as offline payments where banks will pay
on behalf of the customer and within a given
time customer need to make the payments. One
of the benefits of using a credit card is that the
customer can use the cash more than in the credit
of his account. There are five key parties viz. the
buyer, the merchant, the acquirer, the issuer, and
the network. Its primary role is to manage payment
transactions such as operations and clearing. Visa &
master cards are the largest global brands offering
credit cards which are accepted throughout the
world. In ATM Most of the credit cards can be
used to withdraw money, but charges will be levied
on advances. Credit card online payment can be
done through plain credit cards, encrypted credit
cards, and third-party verification.
8
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Unified payment interface (UPI): The
Government of India in association with RBI and
Indian Banks started a new payment model called
a Unified payment interface. It is introduced by the
national payments corporation of India (NPCI) to
promote a cashless society and mobile banking. It
made online transfer easier compared to a digital
wallet or debit/credit card. It performs multiple bank
functions like fund transfer and merchant payments
with the help of a mobile application. Using the
UPI app, a user can add all bank accounts without
the hassle of remembering or even typing banking
user ID or passwords. The information required
for UPI-based transactions are the virtual payment
address of the recipient and mobile banking PIN
so that funds can be transferred, and money can be
collected. It is a real-time interbank payment that
allows both receiving money and sending money.
This can be done through UPI ID, mobile number,
account no & IFSC, Aadhar based, or using QR code.
Any UPI app can be used for transfer & payments
of funds. Some of the UPI mobile applications are
airtel thanks, BHIM, google pay, MI pay, jio pay,
phone pay, amazon pay, WhatsApp pay, Samsung
pay & so on. UPI2.0 was introduced in Aug 2018
which came with an added feature that the user can
link their overdraft accounts to a UPI handle. The
advanced version of IMPS is now known as the
Unified payment interface.
Objectives of the study
1)

To study effects of e-banking and challenges
of digital Banking in India

2)

The study is to analyze the implications of
the digitalization exercise for banks and their
customers.

3)

To study the digital Banking new trends in
India.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Dr. Rajeshwari M . S hettar(2019) published an article
entitled “Digital Banking an Indian perspective”.
The present paper focused on the benefits of digital
MEDC Economic Digest
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banking. I f the service charge in the bank is low due
to digital banking, we can easily give higher interest
rates to the customers in the deposit. Keeping a low
operating cost will increase the bank’s profit and
reduce the bank’s carrying cost. This will also help to
overcome the crisis. The use of digital banking will
reduce the operating cost of the bank.
K. Hema Divya and K. Suma Vally (2018) published
the article entitled “A Study on Digital Payments in
India with Perspective of Consumer’s Adoption”.
That paper focuses on the analysis of the adoption
level of the digital payment systems by customers.
Primary data was collected from183 respondents
in Hyderabad. The data collected through
questionnaires was analyzed by using chi-square
technique. The study found that, the deployment
of technology for digital payments has improved
the performance of banking sector and was able to
achieve the motive of a cash less country
Rathee, 2017 says that purposeful innovative
technological transformation including features
like anytime anywhere banking, ultra-fast response
time, the usage of digital channels by avoiding or
bringing down the paper-based transactions etc.
has changed the face of Indian banks
Khandelwal, A.K. (2017) According to banks
assume a huge job in our day- to-day lives (please
clarify this sentence). For endless individuals, in
any event a solitary financial exchange is done in
a solitary day. In this manner banks dependably
endeavor to execute most recent technologies
to improve customer experience. Digitization is
definitely not an option for the banking industry,
rather it is certain in light of the fact that each
industry is being digitized and the banking part is
no excep tion.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The quality of any research depends on the way
and method of collecting data by adopting suitable
research design and adopting appropriate statistical
tools. The current study used both primary data
and secondary data.
MEDC Economic Digest

Primary Data
In order to satisfy the purpose of the study, a sample
was chosen and a well-structured questionnaire was
administered among samples. The questionnaire
was ensured with the content validity based on
discussion with subject experts.The primary data
was collected from about 50 customers with
the help of a structured questionnaire of Indian
banking customers.
Secondary Data
The data from secondary sources is collected
through books, journals, reports, research studies,
internet sources and records from the banking
customer in Dindigul district.
Research Design
Descriptive research has been conducted for the
study Impact of Digitalization on Indian Banking Sector
customers in Dindigul district.
Sample Design
For the purpose of this study, 50 Indian banking
customers have been chosen for sample respondents
using the convenience sampling method.
Statistical tool
The statistical tools used for Simple percentage
analysis

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
In this chapter the collected data from the sample
respondents were properly tabulated and analyzed
by using necessary statistical tools. The questionnaire
including the demographic profile of the customers
like gender and age were taken for analysis purposes
to get the result of the research work.
Table 1: Gender classification of the digital
transformation Banking Customers
S. No
Gender
1 Male
2 Female
Total

Respondents
36
14
50

Percent
72
28
100
October 2021
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Table 1 reveals that among the total of 50
customers, 72 percent of the customers are male
and 28 percent of the customers are female. From
the results it is concluded that the majority of the
customers who respondents in the study are male.
Table 2: Age-wise classification of the digital
transformation Banking Customers
S.
No
1
2
3
4
5

Age
Below 25 Years
26 -35 Years
36 – 45 years
45- 55 years
Above 55 Years
Total

Respondents

Percent

24
21
3
2
0
50

48
42
06
04
00
100

From table 2 it is understood that out of 50 digital
transformation customers, 48 percent of the
digital transformation customers are in the age
group of Below 25 years, 42 percent of the digital
transformation customers are in the age between
26- 35 years, 06 percent of the digital transformation
customers are in the age between 36-45 years, 04
percent of the digital transformation customers
are in the 45-55 years, while the remaining meager
portion of the customers i.e. 0 percent of the
customers are above 55 years.
Findings
1)

2)

lack security as the transactions made through
the internet are easily hacked by the so called
techies who use their knowledge in a wrong
way. Hence security systems should be
increased to avoid fraudulent activities.
4)

Conclusion
Banks have recently prioritized Information
Technology to improve customer service. Heav y
investment has been trained and we are seeing good
results. Even in the difficult situation of lockdown,
customers have done their banking related work
through different modes of digital, saving their time
and money . Digital banking has become more popular
during the lockdown.Yet the banking sector is facing
some challenges, like lack of networking facilities,
poverty, economic backwardness and large population
of the country are our big challenges.The initiative
of the government by introducing Digital India and
increased use of mobile and internet are the reasons
for the fast-growing demand for digitalPayments.
Digital payments play a pivotal role in banking along
with the economy as it is contributing to the GDP
of the nation. But all these things can happen only
through education and the so- called younger and
future generation who are technically sound.

It is concluded that the majority of the
customers who respondents in the study are
male.
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1)

Workshops and seminars related to digital
payments should be organized so that the
common people and rural people can get
maximum benefits of bank facilities.

2)

Digital banking literacy programs should be
run in rural and backward areas.

3)

Customers feel that digital banking services
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The behavior of banking employees and
officers should be collaborative so that
customers can easily resolve any doubts.
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Digital Banking: Will it be the new
normal in India?
Abstract
Moving on from conventional
banking to convenience banking
today has been quite a big
achievement for the banking
sector in India. Although the
banks of this nation are still in
the process of transformation,
the ever-increasing digital citizens
of the country desire to witness a
breathtaking revival of the Indian
Banking sector through digital
revolution. More so considering
the times that we are living in
with norms like social distancing,
limited physical interactions etc.,
Digital banking could become
the new normal in times to
come. Having said that, does one
know how the transition from
conventional/traditional banking
to digital banking was made
possible, what transpired this
change, what are the challenges
that lie ahead for complete digital
banking revolution, and what
would be the potential impact of
the digital revolution in India?
Those who are wondering about
these questions, are advised to
peruse this article.
Introduction:
Roots

Tracing

the

In order to know where it all
started we need to go back to
the 1980s when computerization
in the Indian banking sector
became the top priority. In lieu of
this, the banking regulator - (The
MEDC Economic Digest

- Mr. Ashish Shaji
Legal Researcher
Enterslice
Reserve Bank of India), formed normal working and customers
a committee under the leadership were also pleased with the change.
The concept of e-banking helped
of Dr. C. Rangarajan.
banks to save a lot of money that
Dr. C. Rangarajan, who went on
was otherwise used up in setting
to become the RBI governor,
and maintenance of physical
provided a major thrust to
bank branches.
financial sector reforms. Among
the reforms that got impetus The banking regulator in
was up-gradation of information India, Reserve Bank of India,
technologies
and
ensuring introduced initiatives that further
enhanced competition in the facilitated the growth of digital
financial system.
banking in India. Then India set
In the early 1990s, the sailing on the path of customer
computerization process in convenience banking which was
the banking sector gained heavily dependent on the use of
momentum, thanks to rising cutting edge technologies.
competition from private banks
and foreign banks. Various
commercial banks embraced
some elements of digitization
in banking like extending digital
customer services etc. with a
view to staying ahead in the
competition.

What was the need for a digital
revolution in banking?

As discussed above customer
convenience was the biggest
motivator behind moving on
from traditional banking to a
digital landscape. However there
are other arguments also which
emphasized the need to go digital.

Banks in India started realizing
the importance of inducting
technologies in banking. They ● For
better
customer
began with standalone PCs
experience
and then moved to Local Area
Customers preferably stay
Network LAN connectivity. If
at a place where they get
that was not enough, another
better customer experience.
addition was made to the
Why would someone leave a
technological advancement in
place where they can access
banking when Core Banking
all banking services from the
Solution was adopted by
comfort of their location.
banks. This kick-started the
Hence for the sake of better
conversation
surrounding
customer experience stepping
customer convenience. Banks
onto a digital landscape was
started to witness a shift in their
imperative.
October 2021
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● To ensure
operations

streamlined

technologies
assist
in
knowing whether loans could
be provided to a particular
person or not. Taking
informed decisions helped
banks in avoiding losses.

With digital banking, banking
operations and services were
streamlined like never before.
Streamlined operations also
means saving on time, money ● Retention of customers
and ensuring efficient working.
Deploying the use of
technology
in
banking
● Outdated
technology
was
necessary
to
retain
and legacy systems in
customers.
Banks
realized
traditional banking
that customers would be
Another cause for the digital
more drawn to a place where
revolution was felt due to
they have better experience
outdated technology and
and convenience. Therefore
legacy infrastructure used by
to retain existing customers
traditional banks. It involved
and to expand their customer
time-consuming
processes,
base, digital interventions
piles
of
documentation
in their operations became
requirements and anywhere
necessary for banks.
anytime banking was not
possible then. These outdated Prominent additions in the
and legacy infrastructures could Indian Banking Sector
not meet the rising demand of While the 20th century consisted
customer convenience.
of manual processes, the 21st
● Higher costs
A physical bank branch
involves higher operational
costs and overhead costs.
Some bank branches even
had to shut operations as
they could not manage the
rising costs of a physical bank
branch. On the flip side digital
banks have lower operational
costs and overhead costs
as they don’t have to set up
brick and mortar branches.
● To take informed decisions
The top management in
banks can use technological
platforms to make strategic
and informed decisions.
Especially in cases where
loans have to be granted,
12
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bank accounts from anywhere
in the country. Likewise other
electronic payment methods
were unveiled like the RTGS,
IMPS, CTS etc., which gained
much popularity.
While accessing banking services
through mobile phones, cards
like debit and credit cards also
played their part in the digital
revolution of the banking sector
in India. E-payments like BHIMUPI which combine consumers
and banks, and other payments
options such as PhonePe, Paytm,
Google pay etc. are all making
their mark in the digitalization
process in India.

The government introduced the
Unified Payment Interface system
which ushered in a digital revolution
in India and Mobile Banking
became the buzzword among the
masses. Now with UPI, anyone
one can open a bank account
century announced the arrival of and transact through their mobile
the IT era. In the last few years, phones. Here the need to visit
the majority of the customers brick and mortar bank branches is
found it more convenient to use significantly reduced.
the digital medium for their daily Challenges to the prospect of
banking needs. So banks started Digital Banking Revolution in
to move in this direction with India
State Bank of India launching
its YONO app to cater to its The revolution in the Indian
customer’s banking needs online. banking sector didn’t happen
The app offered various products overnight. It required going
and services like banking through the complete process,
services, loans, account opening overcoming some barriers and
etc. It turned out to be a massive avoiding some, and effective
implementation of strategies.
success among customers.
We discussed when and how the
With the use of technology in journey to achieving digitalization
the banking sector, electronic in banking began and how the
payments could become a banking sector deployed the use
reality. National Electronic of advanced technologies. Now
Fund
Transfer
facilitated let’s not forget that India is still
transfer of funds between in the digital transformation
MEDC Economic Digest
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process. In this journey, various ● Lack of awareness
hurdles were crossed. However,
A fair share of the
the idea of complete digitalization
population in India still lack
of the banking sector in India
the basic understanding
may have to wait for a few more
and are unaware of using
years, if not decades, considering
digitalized mode of banking.
some exceptional challenges.
Lack of awareness and
In this segment let’s throw light on such
understanding puts them at
challenges.
risk of falling prey to cyber
frauds. The RBI had stressed
● Security threat
the need for organizing
customer awareness camps
This has been one of the
in this regard. Lack of basic
biggest challenges facing the
education in various parts
complete
implementation
across India reduces the
of digital banking across the
possibility of digitalization.
Indian banking sector. No
doubt that the bank is exposed ● Average
digital
to external as well as internal
infrastructure
security risks. Banking frauds,
as per latest reports, have
The use of smartphones
increased tremendously ever
and internet connectivity is
since the pandemic induced
poor and in some cases even
lockdown. With an increase
not available in remote rural
in the number of consumers,
areas in India. Therefore
the cases of fraud have also
India requires to make more
risen significantly. Therefore
investment and give its
customer trust has taken a
dedicated attention to the
jolt and now people are more
digital infrastructure in the
circumspect in accepting
country.
this mode of banking. The
security concern is real and ● Lack of proper training
no one can deny that, but
If the common man is
is the regulatory authority
suffering from lack of
working on this? We are not
awareness and understanding
sure.
then the service providers
also lack the knowledge and
Further digital banking
skill to deal with innovative
faces the risk of cyber
and changing technologies
attacks which can wipe
in the banking sector. This is
out millions of rupees
due to the fact that there is a
within a minute. In such
lack of training among those
cases customers believe
who are responsible.
that traditional banks are
more trustworthy. Special ● Cash is still the king!
attention must be paid to
If you explore around, you
protection of data and
will find that cash is accepted
creation of such guidelines.
anywhere and everywhere,
MEDC Economic Digest

but not digital payments.
Cash involves immediate
transfer of value but in case
of digital payments there are
many steps to it and not just
a single step.
● Meeting the
requirements

regulatory

With new regulations in place
by the regulator, sometimes
meeting these requirements
becomes challenging for
banks that desire to shift
to online banking. Either
the compliance to the
regulations is tough, or they
are incomprehensible and
may require more capital to
upkeep.
How can the Digital Banking
revolution ensure economic
growth in India?
As per a Research Report
published by World Bank
Development Research Group,
integration of digital payments
to the economy of a nation can
address critical issues of broad
economic growth and financial
empowerment of individuals.
The World Bank Development
Research
Group
examined
evidence from across the globe
regarding the way in which
digital payment provides benefits
to senders and receivers in
developing economies. Further
it can also enhance the access of
citizens to affordable financial
tools.
Perusing the report further
we understand how the digital
revolution in banking increases
the financial independence of
women by connecting them
October 2021
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to the financial mainstream
and not limiting them to a
cash only economy. Further the
establishment of digital payment
for remittances can provide
benefits to poor consumers in the
market and help in overall financial
development. Additionally, it can
put the concerns surrounding
transparency and traceability of
remittances to rest.
Moving on, modern banking
technology focuses on automation,
and hence manual processes
and operations are reduced
considerably. The entire process
of banking becomes transparent
and instances of corruption can be
reduced also. This can ultimately be
beneficial for the economy of the
nation. Enhanced transparency can
be ensured in financial transactions
as systematic record of financial
transactions is maintained. Digital
banking can promote financial
inclusion which can ensure
providing banking services to the
underbanked population of the
country.
Components of digital banking
that
facilitates
financial
inclusion for unbanked includes
smartphone banking apps, digital
banking platforms and POS
payment services. It will allow
customers to transact payments,
manage their finances and
make hassle free payments to
merchants. Financial inclusion
allows people to save and plan
for long term well-being thereby
ensuring their participation
in economic affairs and also
empowers them like never before.
The innovation in Banking will
have its fair share of impact on
14
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the Indian economy. Serving
the unbanked means getting
more consumers on-board, and
this will add up to the overall
economic set-up.

the picture. Further, the banking
sector has also seen industries
converging with businesses
pursuing banking opportunities.
So it is evident that banks in
India have marched on especially
Various fintech start-ups and well in the last one decade or so hence
known corporations in the market the future looks bright as they
have contributed immensely to can, not just match the standards
accelerate the digital revolution and of innovative global banks, but
help take the economy to greater also beat them in innovation and
heights. One of the hallmarks of execution. In order to achieve
digitalization in banking has been this, banks, apart from addressing
its ability to reach places where the present challenges, should
banks could not. The expansion keep an eye on technological
of digital banking platforms to the developments and learn from
remote areas of the nation says those that are strategizing and
a great deal about the economic investing on a different level.
growth which was threatened due
to the pandemic induced lockdown Technological
advancement
and its ramifications.
has made it possible for banks
to provide banking services
The Road Ahead
to their customers like never
Going forward there is an urgent before. Now with the pandemic
need to address the challenges that induced norms such as social
are present in the Indian banking distancing, limited physical meetsector. As the banking sector ups etc., digital banking could
in India continues to transform be the way forward in India and
through deploying the use of digital across the globe. Considering the
technologies, those challenges that convenience and other benefits
act as a barrier to realizing the true associated with it, the number
of people using this mode of
potential must be considered.
banking is only going to snowball
While the economy expands in the coming years.
digitally, all Indian banks have not
invested heavily in digitization. Technologies such as analytics
There may be various reasons for and AI can completely change
not doing so, however, there could the banking landscape. Moreover,
be a definite shift considering the robotics enabled by AI can be the
incentive that is to be availed. technological solution for various
Digitization not only improves banking channels. Private banks
services and reduces costs but have started working on using
robots for serving their customers
also builds customer loyalty.
and thus digitalizing the entire
The Indian economy has seen system. Hence, there is not
massive
financial
services even a seed of doubt that going
innovation in the last few years forward, digitalized banking is set
where various fintech startup to be the most preferred form of
businesses have come up into banking in India.
MEDC Economic Digest
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Impact of Digital Banking on Indian
Economy
ABSTRACT
The financial sector plays an
important role in the development
of any country’s economy. The
financial support required by the
economy to grow and develop
has been supported by a strong
and sustainable banking system.
The banks in India have started
computer-based technology in
late 1980s, in order to improve the
customer services, book-keeping
and MIS reporting. In 1988, the
Reserve Bank of India set up a
committee on computerization in
banks headed by Dr. C.Rangarajan.
Development in the area of digital
technology has been imperative
and inevitable to the Indian banks
to embrace new innovations and
remarkable changes in the banking
sector. The information technology
transformed replaced with modern
ways of banking into digitalization
(please reframe this sentence. Not
clear about what the author means).
The objective of this paper is to
study modern technologies adopted
by the Indian banking sector and
its impact on the Indian economy.
The study is made by making use
of secondary data from the various
sources.
INTRODUCTION
The country’s economic growth
is supported by a robust and
sustainable banking system.
Most of the banks are digital
and have introduced innovative
technologies
to
strengthen
MEDC Economic Digest

- Lavanya V
Assistant Professor (Adhoc)
JNTUA College of Engineering, Kalikiri
Source: recentscientific.com
customer service, recording and to enter the bank.
MIS reporting. Indian banks
have begun to use information During the 2000s, Internet
technology with key models of banking was approved by all
independent computers and banks in India. In 2007, the
migrated to the LAN. In addition, Reserve Bank of India introduced
Banks have adopted a core the payments and settlement
banking platform for digitization system Act (PSS Act.) for multiple
of information. This core payment systems, make payment
banking solution (CBS) provides for multiple payment methods,
greater convenience for more such as RTGS, Immediate
customers to increase service Payment System (IMPS), National
delivery anywhere and anytime Electronic Fund Transfer (NEFT),
to banking services. The process and National Electronic Clearing
of computerization was gaining Service (NECS). In recent years,
momentum with the opening up there has been a boom in mobile
of the economy in 1991-92. A banking and many new services.
big step for the move is driven by These technologies are designed
growing competition from private to make it easier for customers to
carry out banking operations once
banks and foreign banks.
they have access to the bank.
Many commercial banks have
started toward digital banking Objectives of the Study
to remain competitive. The The objectives are to study the
banking sector introduced micro digital technology innovations
technologies that are used to in the banking sector and to
process and coordinate control, examine the impact of digital
oversight and other financial banking on the Indian Economy.
documents. Further development
of the banking system has Research Methodology
introduced an Electronic Fund The study is based on the
Transfer (EFT) technology to secondary data, and the data was
facilitate the transfer of funds collected from books, magazines,
from one place to another articles and websites.
electronically using a password.
This technology is used as Impact of Digital Banking on
payment, receipt, withdrawal and Indian Economy
deposits. In the 1990s, banks
established Automated Teller Information technology in the
Machines (ATM) that opened banking industry has led the
cash for customers at any time banking industry to concentrate,
and everywhere, without having collect and process information
October 2021
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electronically. The Bank uses the
latest technology to survive and
grow in a market environment. In
this way, banks can provide the
necessary conditions for customers
and offer the best solutions for
their products or services.
Technology advances in the
banking sector such as banking,
electronic banking, mobile
banking, telecommunications,
ATMs and credit cards have led
to improvements in payment and
settlement systems.
The Indian government is strongly
pushing for digital operations. (i)
The United Payments Interface
(UPI), launched by the National
Corporation of India, allows
transfers between two bank
accounts via a smartphone. (ii)
Unstructured
Supplementary
Service Data (USSD) developed
by NPCI which operates through
a sim card. It is working with GSM
communication technology and
not necessarily using the internet.
(iii) Bharat Interface for Money
(BHIM) launched by Government
of India on 30th December, 2016.
It is working with an Aadhar based
mobile payment system and linked
to the customer’s bank account.
Modern banking technology
eliminates the effort by hand in all
banking operations and focuses
on automation. The most salient
feature in technology is that banking
is more convenient for current
business and operating customers.
Internet banking services are
available at all times. The whole
bank process is transparent and
corruption can be captured and
automatically reduced. Better
transparency can be achieved in
financial transactions by providing
a valid credit card to the bank for
exchange of money. A systematic
16
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record of financial transactions
facilitates and minimizes the
transfer of cash. With more
digital or internet transactions, the
country can access less cash or
become a cash less digital economy.
Digital banking promotes financial
inclusion through the introduction
of banking services within the
scope of financial services.
Through digital transactions, a
lot of money is put in and the
government can use it as a means
of economic development.
All Indian banks are eager to provide
a fast, accurate and quality banking
experience to their customers.
Banks not only reduce the digital
system, human error and save time,
but also lead to transactions that
reduce the cashless circulation of the
counterfeit currency on the market
(this sentence is not clear, please
reframe it).. This poses a positive
impact on our economy. After the
announcement of demonetization,
non-cash payments in October
2016, rose 22% compared to
October 2015, and digital payments
driven by the rapid expansion of
the UPI platform recorded 482
million transactions in October
2018 as against 0.2 million in
November 2016. Also, transactions
with debit cards in sales increased
by 105% in 2017, until December
2018, while the debit card
transactions increased 37.5% over
the previous year. The Bank has
benefited in many ways through the
use of new technologies resulting
in significant spending cuts and
revenue generation through various
channels. The bank’s operating
costs are estimated at between ` 70
and ` 75 while it is around ` 15 or
` 16 on ATM, ` 2 or less for online
banking and ` 1 or less for Mobile
Banking. The subscriber base has
also increased for convenience

‘Anywhere Banking’. Digitization
minimizes human error. It can
access and analyze data at any
time by providing a robust report
system.

Advantages of Digital Banking
● Taxes with less money in the
home and more in the bank
have little scope for hiding the
income list and avoiding taxes,
thus increasing the number of
taxpayers across the country.
● Transparency
and
accountability are easy to
track cash flows with every
transaction being recorded with
buyers, sellers and regulators,
making the system more
transparent and compatible.
Over the long term, this has
led to greater business and
investment potential for the
whole economy, and the
currency in banks will mean
more money flowing into high
liquidity economies.
● Reduced red-tapism and
bureaucracy through non-cash
transactions, electronic means
tracking, electronic exchange
tracking, and reporting on
people cutting down corruption
and increasing service time.
● Digital banking banks have
significantly reduced bank
operating costs. This allows
banks to charge fees down and
provide higher interest rates for
deposits. Low operating costs
mean more profits for the
bank.
● People, especially in rural areas,
benefit from banking services.
Most of the rural population
has joined the banking process
with the development of digital
MEDC Economic Digest
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banking. In addition, people
can carry out their operations
on the web.
● There are technologies that
are convenient for banks and
customers to get great services
just by getting into the system.
These services include financial
planning, budget preparation,
and predictive tools, credit
calculators, investment analysis
and stock trading. The forum
contains a simple program on
the Bank’s website.
● In addition, most banks offer
opportunities for online tax
forms and tax preparation
(Please reframe all the above points,
as most sentences are incomplete)

Disadvantages
Banking

of

Digital

● The cashless economy will
increase theft of personal
information via the Internet,
such as debit cards and
credit cards, passwords, card
numbers, and other sensitive
information due to increased
digital transactions. Overall,
cybercrime will only increase if
only proper security measures
are used on the Internet.
● Low internet facility, low
internet speed, limited range
of smart phones and internet,
OTP, PoS problems, few is
a complete obstacle to full
digitalization.(reframe
this
sentence)
● In errors of the digital
transactions, there is no
mechanism for resolving the
issues immediately.
● In rural areas, due to lack of
internet connectivity, and even
misplaced telecommunications
MEDC Economic Digest

signals, people are not
interested in digital operations.
Findings
Most of the population is computer
illiterate and cannot use the digital
banking services. The rural and
poor people find it difficult to go
for digitization, because of the
problems with computer viruses,
server problems, power supply
problems, ATM troubles, and fast
and reliable internet connections
are not available in rural areas.
The most dangerous threats are
cybercrimes, cyber thefts, hacking,
etc., which can damage the entire
economy.
CONCLUSION
Digital banking is transparent and
it fuels the growth of the economy
as well. With the rise in online
transactions, one can notice how
people are becoming more inclined
to use digital payment services
instead of cash. Digital payments
can be taxed easily as they stay on
record. The customer also gets
better offers and deals and their
offers get better over time as their
service providers gain more data
about customer’s behaviors. The
popularity of mobile banking
and digital banking solutions is
increasing rapidly. The current
signs show that these solutions are
going to become more popular
in the future. T he impact of
digital banking services can be
felt in the Indian economy. The
approximately 30 to 35 percent
population of the country are using
digital banking services, and the
remaining population is still learning
banking services. The Government
of India is coming out with new
initiatives to boost and motivate
digital programs and it also should
definitely take some measures like

waive off the charges and taxes
pertaining to digital transactions in
a certain period and control cyber
crimes, outline fraud, hacking by
connectivity and data protection.
T hen the transactions will
aggressively grow and people will
be addicted to digital transactions;
there will be less demand for cash
and it will lead to more deposits
in the banking system. The funds
accumulated in the banks can be
used for development, and it will
lead the country’s economy.
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Neo-banks: The next revolution in
Indian banking sector

The rapid growth of neobanks in India suggests that netizens in the country are embracing
the wave of new normal created by the coronavirus. Bringing the unbanked to the
mainstream, neobanks have changed the era of physical banking and is bound to grow
both in term of usage and popularity.
- Ms. Anushruti Singh
Source: SMEFutures.com
More than four months have
passed and it appears that the
pandemic predictably will cause
further harm. Considering the
current scenario, situation can
only be better if we learn to
adapt with the crisis. Digital
banking is one such solution that
has contained virus as well as has
kept the economy running.
It has also pushed a new trend
called neobanks in India which
are virtual branchless banks.
Vinay Bagri, Co-founder and
CEO of NiYo bank, one of the
prominent neobanking players
in India opines, “COVID-19
has brought a disruptive impact
on the banking and financial
services sector and push towards
neobank is one of them.”
The pandemic has although
posed several challenges but it
also has given way to multiple
long-term opportunities due to
behavioral changes in customers.
Neobanks are still called a niche
segment but COVID-19 crisis
has brought these at par with
traditional banks in terms of
popularity.
According to a recent survey
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conducted
by
McKinsey
& Company on retail bank
customers in France, Spain,
Italy, Germany, Portugal and
United Kingdom, online banking
activities have registered a stark
increase in all of these countries.
Moreover, digital engagements
spiked 10 to 20 per cent in China
and Italy. This was four weeks
after the coronavirus began to
spread.
Neobanks are similar as digital
banks yet differ a little bit in
utility. They possess digital
operating business models, are
a mobile-app based utility, and
provide similar services as that
of traditional banks. However,
the only difference is that a
digital bank is an additional
service or subsidiary from a
recognised financial firm, while
a neobank is an exclusively
online entity.
It also infers that neobanks
work without any offline
banking branch. But, it does
not mean a neobank has no
office independently or is never
in partnership with a traditional
bank. Further, neobanks still

face a big operational constraint
in India as Indian banking
systems doesn’t grant virtual
banking license to any financial
institution.
Therefore,
it
doesn’t allow neobanks to hold
customers money.
To adhere to compliance with the
regulations, neobanks outsource
their banking responsibilities
with licensed banks. They hence
create a substantial suite of low
cost digital and assisted banking
solutions. The services can be
easily accessed on mobile and
these can vary from opening
accounts to making deposits or
withdrawals.
For instance, NiYo has partnered
with IDFC Bank to provide
the underlying banking and
payment infrastructure. Bagri
says, “It is a symbiotic win-win
proposition for both the fintech
and the partner bank.” He
further adds, “All neo-banks in
India are powered by traditional
bank partners at the backend.
Hence, money deposited in a
neo-banking account is as secure
as it would be in a regular bank
account.”
MEDC Economic Digest
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On the other hand, countries like
Singapore and UAE has started
rolling out digital licences last
year.
Indian
neobanking
players
suggest that RBI can also do that
shortly. Talking on the current
RBI stance on virtual license,
Suman Gandham, Founder
and CEO of Finin, another
neobanking platform in beta
testing advises, “The license
should not be only for payments
bank as neobank is much more
than that. I think RBI is taking
its time to amend the regulations
on virtual banking. This will
only help us in providing more
services to customers.”
This concept was first started
in United Kingdom after the
financial crisis ended. It is now
being adopted globally. Some the
popular banks in this arena are
Revolut, Monzo and N26. Indian
Neobank players in the arena are
Open, NiYo, Yono, Kotak 811,
PayZello, Instantpay, Yelo, India
Post Payment Bank, EzoBank,
and Zeta.
A neo-bank provides the best of
both worlds which is trust, safety
and security of a traditional bank
and agility, innovation, seamless
user convenience from that of a
fintech. “Neobanks are designed
on virtual infrastructure. One of
the advantages of neobanks is
that these give seamless services
and better digital experience
to consumers than any other
traditional banks,” says Gandham
of Finin pointing out one of the
positives of neobanking.
MEDC Economic Digest

Citing another advantage of
neobanks, Bagri adds, “When
everything is digital, there is no
need to stand in a long queue at a
bank branch or fill out extensive
paperwork.” Their services are
similar to a traditional bank,
but with enhanced personalized
customer experience. A neobanking account can be opened
through a paperless and presenceless digital process that takes less
than five minutes to complete.
In addition to that, round
the clock customer service
supported by chat-bots, real time
payments with machine learning,
artificial
Intelligence
(AI)
enabled automated accounting,
budgeting at the back end
makes it more popular. Also,
automated service features such
as book-keeping, balance-sheet
statements, Good & Services
Tax (GST) compliance taxations,
insurance, and loans are all just a
single click away.
Further, easy to use APIs have
made operating apps and conduct
banking for mobiles users of all
age groups easier. One of the
significant advantages is that
banking can be done anywhere
or anytime with a good internet
connection on the mobile.
Moreover, identity frauds are
rarely bound to happen with
several
inbuilt
verification
processes.
Started during last decade, digitalonly trend has now become
the new normal for people as
they deal with pandemic related
uncertainties. With closed banks

and cash deprived ATMs, people
are relying on cashless economy.
Capitalizing the opportunity,
neobanks are scaling-up rapidly.
A recent report by International
Data Corp. (IDC) says that every
three in five customers are set to
adopt digital banking during the
next five years in APAC region.
According to Zion Market
Research, neobanks are also likely
to stack up to US$ 395 billion by
2026 globally.
Hence, India will always be a
favourite spot for neobanks with
the second largest unbanked
population of 190 million people
as per the World Bank’s Global
Findex database. Furthermore,
there is immense market potential
with the pool of 63.3 million
MSMEs in India which are keen
to get digitised financially.
Just like small businesses,
millennials, and gig economy
workers are also prospective
customer base for neobanks.
A report by FICCI, EY and
Nasscom reveal that India leads in
the online labour market globally
with 24 per cent share. Another
report by KellyOCG states that
71 per cent of companies will
hire more contract workers
in next two years. Presently,
the proportion of temporary
workers is more than 20 per cent.
According to Bagri, idea behind
neobanks for consumers is to
have a bank on mobile phone. He
says, “There is a huge untapped
market potential for various neobanks to thrive in India. This is
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because the consumer adoption
of fintech in general and neobanking in particular is picking
up rapidly and traditional banks
are also keen to partner with
such fin-techs to augment their
product and service offerings.”
Witnessing the growth scenario,
neobanks are attracting investors
despite the sluggish economy.
For instance, former Co-Founder
of Citrus Pay formed Amica
which is set to launch in 2020.
He has raised $24 million in seed
funding for his new organisation.
Some of the neobanks funded in
2019 include big names such as
Yelo, Juno, epiFi, Jupiter Money,
Ezoto, Walrus etc.
Furthermore, payment gateway
Razorpay has forayed into
neobanking with its platform
RazorpayX. Despite economic
instability at the moment, most
neo bankers and aspirants
believe that investors are
looking for products that can
make difference in the market.
Walrus founder, Bhagaban
Behera speaking to SME Futures
tells that though investors are
cautious about profitability in
current scenario, they still appear
open for the right idea.
He advises, “If someone has
groundbreaking idea and which
makes difference in the market,
investors are open in giving them
money.” The Bengaluru based
neobanking startup Walrus in beta
stage has clocked undisclosed
number of investments from
Better Capital recently. Similarly,
20
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Gandham tells us that raising
investments has been positive for
Finin even during crisis.
He further adds that investors
are keen on neobanks in present
scenario and professes, “There
are neobank startups raising
handsome
funds
through
investors. But while they are
doing so, investors are also
cautious. VCs are also looking
at products and what difference
they can create. Some funding
firms are also in wait and watch
mode for the success of new
financial companies.”

Neobanks Funded in 2019-2020
Similarly, banks are also foraying
in the field of neobanking to
encourage consumers for digital
transformation. One of the
recent additions to this is ICICI
bank. It has launched full-stack
digital banking platform called
ICICIStack offering nearly 500
services covering the full gamut
of banking services.
Anup
Bagchi,
Executive
Director, ICICI Bank believes
that neobanks are the future
of Indian Banking. He says,
“We have been working on
ICICIStack to offer customers
all digital banking services from
one single platform for past few
years. In the wake of coronavirus
outbreak, we have added a host
of new services so that customers
can experience the uninterrupted
banking.”
Another
physical
financial
institution, SBM Bank has tied

with a hyper-local fintech startup
PayNearby to build an open
banking network. Anand Kumar
Bajaj, MD & CEO, PayNearby
remarks, “We will have more than
20 lakh new age retail partners
on ground. They will be sourced
in a phased manner. The multimodular, scalable architecture
will allow us to easily plug-andplay different partners. Lastly,
APIs will create an ecosystem
which will be a great addition
to banking facilities.”

Trustworthiness – A Primary
Concern
Neobanks are focussed on
convenience and enhanced
customer experience. Therefore,
each one of them keeps in
mind requirements of its niche
customers. For instance, Open
helps SMEs in operating various
functions seamlessly; NiYo
covers blue collar workers; Finin
helps users to simplify manage,
save and invest services; and
Walrus takes care of financial
needs of teenagers.
Increased internet penetration
and mobile users has boosted the
market potential for neobanks
in India. Further, these digital
banks eliminate the need of
physical presence for banking.
This promptly addresses the
need for safety and convenience
during this pandemic.
Neobanks in India have built
services in partnership with
traditional banks and have
employed various layers of
security to ensure our money
MEDC Economic Digest
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and personal details are safe and
protected. However, it is crucial
for users to follow recommended
safety measures while conducting
any transactions since this is an
app-based banking.
It is true that neobanks provide
us services of banks such as
trading, lending, and fundraising
on a single mobile app. But along
with the comfort, it also brings
the risk of exposing your hardearned money to cyber-hackers.
According to Shomiron Das
Gupta, Founder and CEO of
DNIF, a cybersecurity provider,
though neobanks are more
inclined towards providing
functionality and features of a
bank, they should invest more in
security infrastructure.
He further adds that digital banks
are slowly gaining momentum in
India, but we have to be equally
vigilant about their security.
He advises, “Cyber threats are
constantly evolving and so
are cybersecurity measures to
thwart them. As neobanks in
India are partnering with their
traditional counterparts to offer
more services to customers, it
is important that they employ a
fool-proof cybersecurity strategy
to further fortify their security.”
In the current economic
scenario, customer acquisition
can be a challenge for neobanks
as most of them deal into niche
segments. According to Behera
of Walrus, they aim for students
as their target audience. Closures
of schools and colleges in present
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times make it difficult for them
to approach students but they
have overcome this hurdle now.
Behera adds, “Earlier we used
to do presentations in campuses
but now it is not possible. But
to replace that, we have started
running digital campaigns where
we tell our potential consumers
about products that we have.
As a low-cost alternative, it is
working out fine for now.” He
further tells that how much
corona crisis has pushed the
neobank segment also depends
on the value proposition of the
fintech startup and the consumer
base they are targeting.

Future Ahead for Neobanks
“Neobanks are catering to
futuristic people, who are
ready to take risks and prefer
better solution,” claims Behera.
Consumers are hence embracing
the fact that digital is the present
and the future. As a result, they
are opting for technology in their
routine activities which includes
banking.
While
traditional
banks are still modifying their
operations, neobanks are already
providing every service at a
digital platform.
Along with monetising lowcost value-added offerings,
neobanks mostly survive on
bank partnerships provided
by acquiring new customers
for them. Talking about this
Gandham of Finin says,
“Neobanks are going to play
huge role along with traditional

banks for on-boarding users
and helping them to be more
saving savvy and more financially
competent.”
There are huge untapped
opportunities in a market like
India. It can be for a salary
account; banking for unserved;
underserved working class; blue
collared workers; banking for
MSMEs; cross-border travel
payments; or smart digital
bank accounts for students and
millennials. To a large extent,
Indian neobanks are technology
platforms
that
integrate
traditional banks with open APIs.
NiYo’s Bagri asserts, “This
makes them inherently scalable,
nimble, and flexible. These also
possess the ability to innovate
on product propositions and
business models. Most of the
Indian banks are also today are
keen to partner with neobanks
and are building their digital
and technology capabilities to
integrate with them through
open APIs.”
Based on freemium model, these
financial entities are surging
swiftly in the current economic
scenario. However, the question
mark still remains on their
revenue model which needs to
be sorted out. Going ahead,
competition among banking
and fintech players is becoming
fiercer. Therefore, it is yet to be
seen how deep the market is for
the former and whether these
entities will be able to sustain in
the post-COVID era.
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Adoption of digital banking channels
in an emerging economy: exploring the
role of in-branch efforts
Abstract
The aim of this qualitative study is to analyse the
role of in-branch efforts of banks on migrating
customers from branch banking to digital banking
in India. In-depth semi-structured interviews were
conducted with bank executives representing
senior management from public and private
sector banks in India. Qualitative content analysis
technique was used to analyse the data. Varieties of
responses received during interviews were clubbed
into four main themes based on data reduction,
display, and conclusion-drawing processes. Inbranch communication with customers, digital
transformation of the branch, customer-centric
initiatives, and redefined role of branch staff hold
the potential to bridge the customers’ migration
to digital banking. The paper suggests that the
key identified factor in improving digital banking
acceptance in India is the requirement of integrated
cultural and organisational changes at the bank’s
level to gain the customers’ confidence and trust in
digital banking.
Keywords: Digital banking, Communication,
Branch transformation, In-branch efforts, Branch
staff

Introduction
In the last few decades, huge investments have
been made by banks in technology to reduce their
cost and improve customer’s experience. Banks are
offering digital banking channels such as ATM,
Internet banking, mobile banking, digital banking
kiosks to deliver best quality services to customers
with the expectation of increasing profitability and
reducing operating cost (Sarel and Marmorstein
22
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2003). It is observed that the bank’s costs reduce
with the shift of a major chunk of customers to
modern banking channels (Howcroft et al. 2002).
However, the expected reduction in operating
expenses has not been achieved yet by the banks as
they are still struggling to move customers towards
digital banking channels (Sarel and Marmorstein
2002; DeYoung et al. 2007; He et al. 2019). The
situation is much more critical for emerging
countries such as India where only 16% of the
rural population use the Internet for making digital
payments (Pandey 2018).
According to the report released by Gartner, IT
expenditure by securities and banking firms in India
has reached $9.1 billion with a growth of 11.7%
(Shetty 2017). Further, the total IT expenditure
is expected to reach $11 billion in 2020 (Gartner
2019). However, the return on investment of
Indian banks in technology is just 12% of US banks
due to the low rate of digital banking acceptance
(Sinha and Mukherjee 2016). At the same time, it
is worth mentioning that the cash transactions cost
is 1.7% of Indian GDP which puts a huge burden
on the economy (Bakshi 2016). In this regard, the
Government of India initiated the ‘Digital India’
campaign in 2015 to empower people digitally. The
success of the ‘Digital India’ campaign is apparent
from the fact that more than a billion Indian
citizens have a digital identity with 560 million
Internet connections (Kumar 2019). The purpose
of digitisation is to bring disconnected rural
remote regions into the formal financial sector
through electronic banking channels which in turn
will contribute to economic development. Digital
banking mediums help to connect the underserved
masses with the mainstream banking system by
MEDC Economic Digest
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offering various innovative banking services. The
modern mobile banking apps also enable customers
to use non-financial services. However, due to the
lack of awareness and knowledge, these services
have not been fully utilised by customers (Shaikh et

al. 2020). Certainly, there is a dire need to positively
influence customers about the usability of modern
banking channels and persuade them to migrate to
digital channels (Figs. 1 and 2).

Fig. 1
Research framework (adapted from Davis 1989; Lee et al. 2007; Yap et al. 2010)

Fig. 2
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Key in-branch efforts and associated challenges
Banks in India need to understand that making huge
investments in technology is not enough unless most
bank customers adopt it for banking transactions.
As rightly argued by Shaikh and Karjaluoto (2016),
digital banking is much more than an innovative
banking channel and a convincing marketing
strategy. The term digitisation has brought a
significant change in how banks understand and
satisfy their customers’ needs. In India, efforts have
been made by the banks to persuade customers to
adopt digital banking channels such as intensive
digital marketing campaigns to educate customers
about modern channels, but still, the adoption
rate is not as expected (Patel and Patel 2018).
Since bank branches provide an opportunity to
the bank to communicate and persuade customers
personally by demonstrating the proposed benefits
of adopting modern banking channels, the
present study exhibits the need for Indian banks
to focus upon implementing serious in-branch
effort. It is high time for banks to identify costeffective in-branch strategies to connect the masses
with digital banking channels, though this area
is under-researched. In this regard, the present
study attempts to evaluate the bank executives’
perceptions regarding the effectiveness of inbranch efforts of banks to persuade the customers
to adopt and use digital banking channels.
The earlier studies conducted in the area of digital
banking have mainly explored the attitude of
customers and antecedent variables that matter to
customers while using digital banking channels or
the factors impacting the intention of customers’
to use the modern banking channels (Montazemi
and Qahri-Saremi 2015; Szopiński 2016; Alalwan
et al. 2017; He et al. 2019). But surprisingly, rarely
a study in India has given attention to study the
impact of the bank’s initiatives within the branch
to encourage customers to adopt modern banking
channels.
The present study tries to close this research gap by
answering the following research question:
24
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RQ: How In-branch experience and technological initiatives
can contribute to the adoption of digital banking channels
by customers.
To answer this research question, we draw on TAM
(technology acceptance model) to analyse how inbranch efforts of banks can contribute to enhancing
customers’ perceived usefulness (PU) and ease of
use (PEOU) which positively influences customers’
attitude towards technology acceptance. Also,
the analysis is guided by additional antecedents’
variables identified by extended TAM proposed by
various researchers and scholars in the context of
adopting self-service banking technology.
The empirical data for the qualitative study are based
on in-depth interviews conducted with 22 bank
executives from public and private sector banks in
northern urban India. The recent report by Vater et
al. (2019) strongly highlights the struggle for banks
at present to migrate customers to digital channels.
Due to huge investments involved in the digital
banking platform, ensuring the adoption and usage
of these channels is an important goal of the banks.
The study elucidates the need to transform future
bank branches by identifying cost-effective strategies
and segmenting the branch customers on the basis
of their banking needs and preferences. The present
study contributes to the literature by studying how
personalisation and in-branch initiatives should
be strengthened by the bank managers to build
customers’ initial trust in digital banking channels.
The study also contributes to identifying various
integrated cultural and organisational obstacles
particularly in public sector bank branches which
hinder the customers’ adoption of digital banking.
The study begins with a review of the literature
on customer technology acceptance for banking
transactions. In the later section, we describe the
conceptual framework for analysing interview data
based on TAM (Davis 1989) and its extensions
propounded in the context of adopting self-service
banking technology, followed by the research
methodology section. The following section
describes the findings in terms of identified themes
and concludes with the discussion of findings.
MEDC Economic Digest
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Status of digital banking adoption in India
Technology has transformed the banking industry
all over the world. However, the adoption rate of
technology-enabled banking services varies across
different countries (Takieddine and Sun 2015). In
India, almost all banks offer digital banking services
to their customers as a strategic tool to survive in
the market (Safeena et al. 2014). With the growth
of investment in technology by financial service
providers in India, it becomes highly important
to understand the perceptions of customers and
design strategies accordingly (Roy et al. 2017).
Post demonetisation (invalidation of large currency
notes) Government of India launched various
efforts to migrate customers to digital payment
channels from cash (e.g. e-Wallets, Unified Payment
Interface, Aadhaar-enabled payment system, etc.).
As per the report of Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
on digital transactions, the total volume of non-cash
transactions in India reached 1.9 billion in 2016–
2017 from 228.9 million in 2004–2005. Despite this
rapid growth, the largest public sector bank in India
(SBI) has reported only 5.86% mobile banking users
and 9.69% of Internet banking users in its recent
annual report 2016–17. Thus, only informing or
spreading awareness would not shift customers
towards digital banking but requires changes
in the implementation process, and successful
implementation depends upon how well these
technological advancements are communicated to
customers (Sarel and Marmorstein 2002).
The point of utmost importance is that in India
the challenge is not just migrating customers from
traditional banking channels to digital channels
but also to connect the unbanked masses with the
mainstream banking system using digital finance.
Undoubtedly, digital mediums have increased the
level of financial inclusion globally from 51% in
2011 to 69% in 2017 (Global Findex Database 2017).
But the fact which differentiates the developing and
emerging economies from developed economies is
the adoption and use of digital banking channels
from the consumer end. Apparently, in highincome economies, 91% of adults use digital
MEDC Economic Digest

payment methods, while in developing economies
just 44% of adults make digital payment through
their account (Global Findex Database 2017).
India is an emerging economy wherein the launch
of digitisation campaign (2015) and implementation
of demonetisation (2016) shifted a significant
chunk of the population from traditional banking
channels to digital channels. However, lack of
education, infrastructure, and strong Internet
connectivity are the issues which hinder the
adoption of digital banking channels in India
(Tiwari 2019). As per statistics, 80% of Indians
have a bank account (The Economic Times 2018a,
b). However, the World Bank reported (2017) that
48% of the total 310 million accounts opened in
India from 2014 to 2017 are inactive. The lower
than anticipated regular usage of digital mediums
for banking transactions calls for more in-depth
and critical research on formulating the strategies
and practices to migrate customers to technologyenabled banking channels based on the factors that
matter the most to customers .
Conceptualisation of in-branch efforts and
technology acceptance
The literature on digital banking is replete with
examining the customers’ attitude (Pikkarainen et
al. 2004; Eriksson et al. 2005; Ibrahim et al. 2006;
Walker and Johnson, 2006; Poon 2007; Alalwan
et al. 2016; Sánchez-Torres 2018) and factors
affecting the acceptance of digital banking services
(Montazemi and Qahri-Saremi 2015; Szopiński
2016; Alalwan et al. 2017). A few studies have also
explored the impact of technology on the bankcustomer relationship (Harden 2002; Durkin and
Howcroft 2003). Further, Karjaluoto et al. (2018)
highlighted the impact of investment in mobile
financial services apps (MFSAs) on improved
bank-customer relationships. Even in India, a
vast number of studies have been conducted on
customers’ behavioural factors (Malhotra and Singh
2010; Singh and Kaur 2011; Sinha and Mukherjee
2016) with regard to technology acceptance in the
banking industry. However, very scanty literature
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is available on understanding the significance of
in-branch efforts of banks to migrate customers
to adopt digital banking channels. Impact of inbranch communication with the customers about
technology-driven efforts has received hardly any
attention from scholars in India.
In reference to the present study, the in-branch
efforts are “the services provided at branch level to
make customers comfortable with digital channels
by imparting first-hand knowledge of technologyenabled banking services”. Sarel and Marmorstein
(2002) were among the pioneering researchers
who highlighted the role of communication
at branch level to migrate customers to digital
banking channels. They opined that effective
communication with customers at the branch for
persuading them to use digital banking channels can
make a difference in their perception and attitude.
It is worth mentioning that Former RBI governor
Raghuram Rajan (2015) had also emphasised
the significance of communicating the banking
products and services to customers in regional
languages to connect the bank with its customers:

(2019) asserted that customers’ intention to use
contactless payment systems is highly influenced
by habit and it is hard to change such behaviours.
The best alternative at this stage that the bank
could have is to set up an optimal channel mix to
meet customers banking needs. Banks can educate
their customers about online banking channels in
the branch or online using interactive kiosks and
tablets. Incentives for using online banking channels
can persuade the customers to use these channels
in the future (Accola 1996). Further, Brunier et al.
(2015) opined that banks can reduce their cost and
improve technology adoption rate by educating
customers using in-branch interactive screens and
branch employees can make customers familiar
with technology-enabled banking services during
their visit in the branch. They further reported that
in the era of technology the significance of bank
branches cannot be overlooked since customers still
prefer branch networks for taking highly specialised
advisory services to buy high-value and complex
products such as investment and mortgage.

Previous studies have already reported high bank
branch footfall in Indian banks. A survey report by
Schofield and Chew (2013) on the future of bank
branches in Asian banks established that an average
bank customer in India makes 28 branch visits in a
year which is very high as compared to developed
countries like Australia, UK and the USA. Similarly,
Avaya (2017) surveyed 5000 banking customers
from the UK, Australia, UAE and India. The
survey reports that 51% of Indian bank customers
still prefer to visit their branch regularly which is
highest among the four countries surveyed.

In a recent study, Yu and Hughes (2016) highlighted
the significance of in-branch ATMs and kiosks to
successfully migrate customers to digital channels.
The authors revealed that banks need to identify
the customer segments as per their banking needs
and channel preference to create a unique channel
mix. Similarly, the cognizant survey (2016) reported
that bank branches can serve as the best platform
to interact with the customers and influence
them positively. The best customer experience at
branches travels across other banking channels.
Dallerup et al. (2018) defined various formats of
smart branches in a digital era based on location.
Four categories of bank branches such as Box
branch, Standard branch, Segment branch and
Flagship branch are suitable for areas with specific
attributes. At the same time, branch employees
need to be trained to perform multiple analytical
tasks to improve bank performance.

Further, Marous (2013) identified that encouraging
customers to change the current banking channel
is a difficult venture. Similarly, Karjaluoto et al.

Schofield and Chew (2013) revealed that most
of the branch visits in Asian countries involve
routine banking transactions which increases the

It is the responsibility of the government and the banking
sector to provide banking facilities to those who have money
but have no access to formal banking channels in a language
that they would understand. We should also arrange for
financial literacy in the language that they understand.
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cost and can easily be performed online. Thus,
the biggest challenge for the banks is to divert the
customers from branch banking to digital banking
in an interactive way. The fact that in the era of
technology bank branches will continue to serve
customers’ high-value and complex banking needs
is well established in the literature (Luchetti 2017;
Joyce 2017). Since a strong human relationship is
the base of business in most of the Asian cultures
(Rotchanakitumnuai and Speece 2003), the study
attempts to concentrate on efforts to improve
online banking acceptance by maintaining the
human touch. The study was initiated to highlight
the need for banks to recognise the potential of
in-branch initiatives to persuade customers to
use technology-enabled banking channels and
how banks can improve their online banking
customer base by convincing its existing branch
visiting customers about the usefulness of digital
banking channels. There is no doubt that digital
channels hold the potential to improve customer
experience and banks have already invested hugely
in technology.
The acceptance rate of digital banking channels
in India is much lesser than anticipated (Patel and
Patel 2018). The question is why banks are still
struggling to move customers to digital banking
channels even after making a huge investment in
technology. Even in the USA, 38% of customers
reported preferring bank branches or ATMs to
other digital banking channels in a recent survey
conducted by McKinsey Consumer Insight
(2016). The matter of fact is that the company
cannot always allow its customers to follow their
preferences as this leads to an increase in the cost
(Myers et al. 2004). This scenario brings light to
focus on directing the customers to adopt the right
channel mix for products and services. The first
thing that banks can start with is transforming or
modernising the bank branches to satisfy the needs
of customers (Cognizant 20–20 Insights 2016).
More specifically in India where the acceptance
rate is already so low and digital banking is in its
nascent stage.
MEDC Economic Digest

TAM and digital banking adoption
In order to analyse the impact of in-branch efforts
on the adoption of digital banking in India, the
study draws upon the technology acceptance model
(TAM) (Davis 1989). This is the highly accepted
model to study the users’ attitude to technology by
analysing perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived
ease of use (PEOU), the two main determinants
of users’ behaviour towards technology. Here,
perceived usefulness (PU) is the degree to which
the potential customer believes the new technology
to improve his/her performance and perceived
ease of use (PEOU) is concerned with prospective
customers’ perception that new technology will
reduce the efforts required (Davis 1989). TAM has
been very well accepted and validated in a number
of studies worldwide in the context of technology
adoption (Taylor and Todd 1995; Wang et al.
2003; Pikkarainen et al. 2004; King and He 2006).
Therefore, TAM provides a valid approach for our
study to understand the adoption of digital banking
in the Indian context. Also, the analysis is guided
by additional antecedents’ variables identified by
extended TAM proposed by various researchers
and scholars in the context of adopting self-service
banking technology.
Our review of related studies from developing
countries mainly demonstrates the extension of
the technology acceptance model (TAM) (Davis
1989) based on cultural attributes and individual
characteristics of consumers, as it has been believed
by various researchers that basic TAM ignores the
impact of external influences such as cultural and
infrastructure availability on adoption patterns. For
instance, evidence from the Middle East as provided
by Sukkar and Hassan (2005) highlights the need
to include cultural factors from the consumer side
and technical quality from bank side to the existing
TAM in order to make it more relevant in the
context of developing countries. In the same line,
Tobbin (2012) identified two additional variables
such as economic factor and trust apart from TAM
variables that matter to unbanked customers in
Ghana while adopting mobile banking services.
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Evidence from India brings light on the impact
of computer self-efficacy, i.e. the ability to use
computers, quality of Internet connection, Internet
banking awareness and social influence apart from
basic TAM variables on customers’ adoption of
Internet banking (Sharma and Govindaluri 2014).
In another study conducted by Nath et al. (2013)
from the perspective of bank employees, three
additional factors, namely computer self-efficacy,
social influence, technological facility in terms of
infrastructure, were reported as an extension to
TAM variables in the Indian context. Banu et al.
(2019) identified ease of use and self-efficacy as
major drivers of technology adoption in India.
Researchers reported a direct link between trust,
offline service quality and adoption of technology
(Patricio et al. 2003; Lee et al. 2007; Bashir and
Madhavaiah 2015). Lack of required infrastructure
and connectivity and trust has been reported as the
major inhibitor for technology adoption in India
(Nath et al. 2013; Sinha and Mukherjee 2016).
In previous studies, traditional service quality in
the bank has been viewed as an enabler to build
customers’ trust in e-banking services which in
turn influences customers’ adoption of e-banking.
For example, Yap et al. (2010) were the pioneer
researchers who explored the impact of offline
service quality provided in the branch on the
adoption of digital banking channels. Later on,
Chiou and Shen (2012) highlighted the significance
of an offline environment on Internet banking
acceptance.
Following the same thought, we proposed a
research framework for our study to analyse the
bank executive’s perceptions of how in-branch
efforts of banks in India can influence the adoption
of digital banking based on some key identified
factors from the literature to make it more relevant
in the Indian context. Table 1 provides an overview
of the predictors of technology adoption. In
order to shift customers towards digital banking
channels, we identify some significant factors for
the adoption of technology by customers in India.
These factors were further used for coding the
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interview responses and identifying relevant themes
for analysis purposes.
Table 1
Predictors of technology adoption
Construct Definition
Perceived The degree to which
ease of use the potential customer
believes
the
new
technology to improve
his/her performance
Perceived Concerned
with
usefulness prospective customers’
perception that new
technology will reduce
the efforts required
Computer Customers’ ability to use
selfcomputer applications
efficacy
Traditional service quality
Branch
Service
at the bank branch
Quality
Trust in
Trust in services provided
Bank
by the physical bank

Reference studies
Davis (1989),
Pikkarainen et al.
(2004), Nath et al.
(2013), Roy et al.
(2017)
Davis (1989), Nath
et al. (2013), Roy et
al. (2017)
Wentzel et al.
(2013), Nath et al.
(2013)
Yap et al. (2010)

Lee et al. (2007),
Yap et al. (2010),
Chiou and Shen
(2012), Yiga and
Cha (2014), Bashir
and Madhavaiah
(2015), Sinha and
Mukherjee (2016);
Trust in
Trust in online banking Bashir and
E-banking services provided by the Madhavaiah
(2015), Sinha and
bank
Mukherjee (2016)

Data methodology
The current study attempts to qualitatively analyse
the perceptions of the bank executives from public
and private sector banks in India, working at branch
level and well-versed with the bank’s operational
and marketing strategies. Face-to-face interviews
were conducted to collect the responses from the
respondents between October 2017 and February
2018. The purpose is to get deeper insights into
what bank executives perceive, experience and
believe regarding the effectiveness of in-branch
efforts on consumers’ attitude to adopt technologyenabled banking channels.
There are two reasons for selecting the qualitative
approach: the dearth of empirical research
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(Hirschman 1986) in India on exploring the
potential of in-branch efforts to promote digital
banking channels and the flexibility which
qualitative approach extends to deeply investigate
complex relationships (Healy and Perry 2000).
Sample selection
Bank executives were selected from the public
sector (State Bank of India, Punjab National Bank)
as well as the private sector (Axis and HDFC).
Bank executives have been selected as respondents
as they possess a better understanding of ground
reality due to extensive experience of the banking
industry. Geographically, the study concentrates on
two states from the Northern part of India where
information technology (IT) hubs of north India
are situated. As in most of the qualitative studies,
purposive sampling technique was used to select
the respondents from various banks. In total, 35
bank executives representing senior management
from public and private banks were approached,
but 13 bankers refused to participate in the study.
Sample organisations (Banks) selected for the study
represent the top banks in India in terms of market
share and IT investment.
Data collection and analysis
In total 22 face-to-face interviews were conducted,
out of which 12 were with public sector managers
and 10 with private sector bank managers. The high
response rate (62%) indicates the willingness of
bankers to share their experiences and perceptions
on the topic. One interviewee from a public sector
bank had previous work experience with a private
sector bank. This helped to attain the unique set
of perspectives regarding differences among inbranch practices of public and private sector banks
in India. Most of the interviews lasted for an
average of 25–30 min. Interviews were conducted
in the English language. Most of the bank managers
were not comfortable with the tape recording of
the interview, so detailed notes were prepared to
record the responses of the managers. During the
fieldwork, it was observed that most of the bank
branches were quite busy and the staff was fully
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occupied, specifically in the case of the public
sector banks. Due to heavy rush and long queues in
most of the bank branches, it was hard to take the
time of bank managers for an interview. However,
with repeated visits and strong potential of the
subject matter for improving banking experience,
we managed to get insights of bank managers on
the topic.
During interview sessions with bank executives
basically, three areas were covered
1.

Their perception regarding technological
interventions in the banking industry and how
technology has changed working experience
in the bank;
2. In-branch efforts undertaken by the bank for
persuading customers to use innovative digital
banking channels if any;
3. Can these efforts bring a positive change in
customers’ attitude and perception towards
technology-enabled banking channels and
how?
The interviews were semi-structured in nature, and
various other related questions were asked loosely
to allow flexibility and get maximum insights.
Appendix Table 3 gives an outline of the semistructured interview.
Table 3
Interview protocol/questions framework
Perception regarding technological interventions in the banking
industry
1. Changes in working experience due to technology
2. Impact of digital banking on branch footfall
3. Banking needs of branch visiting customers and
employees attitude
Development of In-Branch Strategies
1. In-Branch marketing strategy of bank
2. Overall In-branch marketing budget
3. Allocation of resources/culture in branch
4. Customer Relationship Management (CRM) practices
at branch
Implementation of In-Branch strategies
1. Identification of customer segments
2. Resource constraints (if any)
3. Branch staff training
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Qualitative content analysis technique (Mayring
2000) was used for the analysis of interview data.
Extensive notes were prepared during interview
sessions. Varieties of responses received during
interviews were clubbed into four main themes
using NVIVO 9 software, based on data reduction,
display and conclusion-drawing processes (Miles
and Huberman 1984).
For the analysis purpose, both inductive and
deductive techniques were used for identifying
themes. Firstly, using the deductive technique the
TAM aspects were explored based on the research

question and theoretical concepts (Davis 1989;
Lee et al. 2007; Yap et al. 2010) and then the codes
were identified. Following the coding process, the
second, third and fourth author refined the codes
based on their suggestions but did not identify new
codes. An inductive approach was used to connect
the codes and identify themes relating to in-branch
communication, branch staff roles, customercentric initiatives and digitally driven branches with
the human touch. Table 2 provides an overview of
the coding criteria and theme identification process
of the study.

Table 2
Coding criteria and theme identification
Construct from framework
Perceived usefulness
(PU) > adoption

Computer selfefficacy > PEOU > adoption

Branch service quality > Trust
in E-Banking > adoption

Trust in bank > Trust in
E-banking > adoption
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Identified themes
Description
from analysis
In-branch
Majority of interviewees (13/22)
reported that effective communication
communication
with customers’
at branch level to guide customers for
using technology to fulfil their banking
needs can bring a positive change in
customers’ perception and would lead
to digital banking adoption.
Digitally driven
Interviewees believed that (15/22) live
branches with
demonstration in the digitally enabled
human touch
branches with self-service kiosks can
educate customers about how to use digital
banking mediums and provide practical
experience to customers which in turn will
result in customers’ acceptance.
Redefining the role Respondents opined (16/22) that
of branch staff
effective customer financial advisory
service at branch helps in attaining
customers’ trust. Quality of services
delivered by branch staff influences the
customers’ adoption of online banking
services.
Customercentric initiative
to strengthen
relationship

Challenges
Shrinking branch staff and
heavy branch footfall
Limited digital tech experts in
branches

Cost of transforming the
existing bank branches with
digitally enabled branches

Lack of effective regular
training sessions for branch
employees
to
develop
interpersonal skills

Lack of resources (Time
and staff) and long queues at
branches
Respondents believed that (12/22) Attitude of branch employees
understanding the needs of customers and organisational culture
and delivering tailored products issues in public sector banks.
builds customers’ trust in the bank
and strengthens the bank-customer
relationship. Trust on digital banking
was reported as a function of customers’
perceived trustworthiness of the bank.
If customers trust the bank and its
services, then they would intend to use
its other digital mediums as well.
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Findings
In-branch communication with customers
Communication at the branch to educate
customers about online banking channels with
either self-service technology like Internet kiosks
or specialised bank staff was the dominant factor
reported by interviewees. Majority of interviewees
believe that effective communication at branch level
to guide customers in using technology to fulfil
their banking needs can bring a positive change
in customers’ perception, specifically in rural and
semi-urban areas where customers rarely have
hands-on experience in computers and Internet.
It is worth mentioning that no direct question
regarding communication was asked to respondents
during the interview. However, 13 out of 22 bankers
agreed that communication with customers at the
branch is a key effort to bring positive change in
current trends. A typical comment from Banker 1
was:
There is no better approach than interacting with customers
about modern technology-based banking channels; it is as
important as handling their (customers) queries at the branch.
As banks have already invested hugely in technology…. its
acceptance is pertinent to banks.
Most of the bankers in rural and semi-urban areas
were highlighting the need for live demonstration
at bank branches and communicating the benefits
of online banking channels to customers. But
surprisingly, when asked about live demonstration
practices at their institutions, there were only a few
bankers who agreed to have interactive screens in
the bank to educate customers about using digital
banking. A colleague from the same bank argued
that:
There is a need to make strategic changes, with shrinking
staff level and heavy branch footfall it is next to impossible
for us (Bankers) to initiate personalised interactive sessions
with customers regarding how to use technology-enabled
banking channels. Dedicated digital tech experts in every
branch especially in rural branches can help customers to
make maximum use of online banking channels (Banker 6).
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Customer satisfaction was observed by respondents
as an important factor while demonstrating the use
of online banking channels at the bank branch.
Enduring relationships of the bank with their
customers is the result of regular communication
(Howcroft et al. 2002; Waite and Harrison 2002).
Previous studies have already established the
significance of possessing communication skills
along with technical knowledge about the product
by the sales force to provide maximum satisfaction
to the customer (Goff et al. 1997). Our research
findings also highlight that the introduction of
new banking channels requires bankers to gain
expertise not only in banking technology but also
in communication skills to educate customers to
use innovative banking channels, as customers’
trust in online banking is positively related to
effective communication among banks and its
customers (Mukherjee and Nath 2003). One of the
interviewees commented:
That first experience of customers with online channels
defines their future chances of using it and effective interactive
sessions at bank branches have great chances to make this
first experience positive…. But again, it requires dedicated
expert staff which most of our bank branches lack (Banker
19).
Another concerning issue which bank executives
brought up during the study is using different
communication approaches for different segments
of customers. Various segments of bank customers
exist based on their attitude and expected benefits
(Machauer and Morgner 2001). The interview
data suggest that with limited trained experts
it is not feasible for banks to target all branch
visiting customers for migrating to online banking
channels. One bank executive from a private sector
bank suggests that branch managers can segment
customers based on customers’ frequency of branch
visits. High-cost customers who visit branches more
frequently can be targeted on the priority basis with
a high-touch and demonstrative communication
approach to reduce the workload significantly.
Thus, the challenge for banks is to identify the most
appropriate mode of communication to interact
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with different segments of customers to convince
them to adopt digital banking channels.
Redefining the role of branch staff
Many of the branch managers (16/22) reported
that technology has redefined the role of branch
staff in the digital era. Bankers perceive that by
equipping branch staff with right soft skills and
competencies in technology to solve the issues of
customers and improve their banking experience,
banks can expedite the online banking adoption in
a more effective manner. Bank executives shared
their perception about the pressing need for
changing the role of bank staff due to technological
interventions in the banking sector. Banker 15
presented his views regarding internal challenges:
I believe our workforce performs multiple jobs at a time like
advising customers on high-value products, handles daily
transactions but still I am not sure our efforts are enough
to equip our staff with the right skills to optimally utilize
technology and branch space to develop a close relationship
with customers and improve branch productivity.
However, during interviews, it was observed that the
scenarios are quite different between public and private
sector banks in India. When asked “If there is any
special front desk for a relationship manager to provide
advisory services in the branch”, 85% respondents
from public sector banks responded negatively. The
branch staff role in public sector banks was still found
to be confined to handling queries of customers with
no specific front counter for the relationship manager
to extend personal advisory services to customers
at the branch. On the flip side, private sector bank
branches demonstrate financial advisory services
provided by trained personal advisors designated as
the Relationship manager.
One interviewee who had previous experience with
a private sector bank explained:
Technology has changed the way banking is done within the
branches, but when it comes to encouraging people to adopt
technology in an engaging way…public sector banks have a
long way to go (Banker 5).
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Interestingly, public banks in India are very
available in remote and rural areas, unlike private
banks. They handle much of the total bank
accounts in the country. We find that front desk
staff in public banks lack adequate customer
bonding. Since branch service quality influences
the customers’ adoption of online banking services
(Yap et al. 2010), there is a need for these banks
to focus on training their staff with interpersonal
skills to become more productive and effective.
This finding is also supported by Kaur et al. (2012)
in a previous study in which they highlighted the
significance of training the bank employees as per
bank’s future strategies and plans to improve their
job commitment. In this regard one interviewee
from major public sector bank confesses:
In the era of technology, we need to establish a closer link
between employees and customers if we want to see positive
results. The workforce at the branch needs to be trained
digitally to educate customers about new banking products
and channels (Banker 6).
A colleague from the same bank argues that most
of the branch visiting customers of public sector
banks belong to a low-income group and lack even
basic knowledge about banking activities. These
customers generally engage staff with regular
activities which can easily be done online. It was
observed that lack of resources (time and staff) and
long queues at branches make the situation more
critical for public sector banks. However, proper
training for branch staff to develop a positive
attitude towards technology (Lymperopoulos and
Chaniotakis 2004) and educating customers to
use digital banking channels can help to serve the
purpose for both parties.
Customer-centric initiatives to strengthen the
relationship
Another important observation during interviews
with bank executives was concerned with
understanding individual customers’ preferences
and needs at the branch. Bank executives described
it as permanent pressure for improving customer
services to survive in the present volatile and
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competitive market. Prior studies have also
observed that offline fulfilment for customer
satisfaction is as significant as online service quality
(Semeijin et al. 2005). Twelve bank managers
asserted that understanding the needs of customers
and delivering tailored products to build customers’
trust in the bank, strengthens the bank-customer
relationship. When asked about how customers’
trust in the bank would help to sell digital banking
products to customers, majority of bank executives
responded that trust on digital banking is a function
of customers’ perceived trustworthiness of the
bank. If customers trust the bank and its services,
then they would intend to use its other digital
mediums as well.
At the same time, bank executives from public
sector banks expressed concern over the attitude
of branch employees and organisational culture
issues because they perceived that due to lack of
motivation and heavy workload branch employees
find it hard to provide individual attention to
customers which in turn negatively affects the
bank-customer relationship. Such a comment came
from Banker 10:
We don’t have an active action plan to ensure positive frontline
employee involvement with customers at the branch which is
imperative to improve the overall performance of organisation
and bank-customer relationship in the digital era.
Interestingly, Banker 17 presented a completely
different perspective on this issue and recognised
that much more is needed to be done in India
to make digital banking an indispensable part of
people’s life. When asked about the challenges in
the way of establishing trust and the strong bankcustomer relationship he responded:
With limited resources at branches, it’s not feasible to handle
a large pool of branch customers at once to convince them to
adopt digital banking channels especially when the majority
of your customers lack trust and competency to use technology
for banking transactions.
The interviewee findings reveal that on the part
of banks, efforts are required in the direction of
MEDC Economic Digest

segmenting the customers at the branch on the
basis of their investments with the bank, banking
needs, demographic profile, frequency of branch
visits and then targeting the high-cost customers on
a priority basis by offering them right channel mix.
For instance, even previous studies conducted in the
USA have documented that 58% of transactions at
bank branches are generated by 18% of customers
(Toit and Burns 2016). Bankers perceive that
customer relationship management (CRM) at the
branch provides an opportunity to deepen the
relationship with customers which in turn helps to
convince the customers to adopt digital banking
channels. Strong customer relationship with the
customer-centric approach is suggested to create
better chances for banks to reduce operational
costs and improve their market share. Most of the
bank executives emphasised that better customer
relationships can make it possible for banks to create
customer segments and target high-touch clients in
bank branches to increase return on investment.
Digitally driven branches with human touch
In the digital era, banks are not only embracing
technology-based banking channels to conduct
transactions online but also focusing on
modernising the bank branches. Various previous
studies have already established that bank branches
cannot be replaced in the present digital world
(Baxter and Rigby 2014; Charniauski and Freeborn
2015; Brunier et al. 2015). During the current
study, 15 bank executives reported that the banks
can think of modernising branches with inbranch digital capabilities so that they can educate
customers about modern technologies using the
same platform which in turn helps to reduce the
workload of branch staff. Previous studies have
also demonstrated the importance of in-branch
self-service technology to persuade non-adopters
to adopt online banking channels (Berger 2009). It
is evident that RBI’s guidelines (2017) (May 2017)
regarding digital banking outlets (e.g. SBI InTouch)
have shifted the banking landscape in India. Banks
in India are more inclined towards transforming
existing branches than opening new ones.
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When asked about the target customer segment, the
majority of respondents were of the view that as a
digital push initiative bank branch transformation
intends to target predominantly the branch
visitors who still prefer branch banking to digital
channels. Few interviewees believed that even
in the case of tech-savvy customers, the human
touch is significant for customer satisfaction and
behavioural intentions (Makarem et al. 2009). A
participant from a private sector bank gave the
example of security and performance-based risk
issues and how educating and informing customers
about the security measures and benefits of digital
banking channels through live demonstrations
at the branch can build the trust of customers in
digital banking (Martins et al. 2014).
Interestingly, while most of the bank managers
recognised the significance of transforming the
bank branches they also raised the concern over
the cost of modernising and equipping all or most
of the branches with self-service technology. One
senior bank executive from a major public sector
bank commented:
No doubt, all our branches need to be modernised and
equipped with self-service kiosks and touch screens, but
timing is not right due to high capital expenses involved. The
best approach at this time can be to link digital banking
channels to bank branches” (Banker 21).
Discussion of findings
Davis (1989) argues that perceived usefulness (PU)
and perceived ease of use (PEOU) are the most
significant determinants of technology adoption.
TAM has established a strong and positive
relationship between PU and technology adoption.
Customers’ behaviour intention has been found to
be influenced by perceived usefulness in a study
conducted by Alalwan et al. (2017). Various other
researchers have also highlighted the significant
impact of perceived usefulness on customers’
attitude and intention to use technology-enabled
banking services (Wang et al. 2003; Juwaheer et
al. 2012; Wentzel et al. 2013; Loureiro et al. 2014).
Our research findings indicate that effective in34
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branch communication between branch staff and
customers may significantly influence customers’
attitude and intentions to use digital banking
channels. The study reveals that once customers
are communicated and informed personally about
the usefulness, convenience and ease of using
digital banking channels, they may perform all their
future banking transactions online (Sathye 1999;
Pikkarainen et al. 2004).
The proposed technological interventions and
methods need to be simpler to understand;
otherwise, customers would resist the change and
continue with the traditional banking practices.
Perceived ease of use has been identified as an
important factor positively influencing the attitude
of customers regarding technology-enabled
banking services (Marakarkandy et al. 2017).
More specifically, the individual’s ability to use
computers and technology positively influences
the adoption of technology (Nath et al. 2013). The
research findings depict that live demonstration
in the digitally enabled branches with self-service
kiosks can educate customers about how to use
digital banking mediums which in turn will result
in customers’ acceptance. This finding is in line
with the previous study conducted by Roy et al.
(2017) where lack of self-efficacy (competence to
use Internet and banking applications) was seen to
negatively affect customers’ perceived ease of use
which consecutively was found to have the negative
impact on customers’ adoption of Internet banking
in India.
The extended TAM supports the notion that
branch service quality influences the customers’
adoption of online banking services (Yap et al.
2010). There is a need for banks to focus on training
their staff with interpersonal skills to become more
productive and effective. The findings of the study
show that effective customer financial advisory
service at the branch helps in attaining customers’
trust. The quality of services delivered by branch
staff influences the customers’ adoption of online
banking services. Previous studies have (Patricio
et al. 2003; Yap et al. 2010) similarly highlighted
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that traditional service quality at branch leads to
customers’ satisfaction and trust in Internet banking
services. Further, offline fulfilment for customer
satisfaction is as significant as online service quality
(Semeijin et al. 2005). Our research findings reveal
that customer-centric efforts at bank branches
can improve the customers’ overall satisfaction
and trust by developing and strengthening the
personal relationship with customers. In other
words, understanding the needs of customers and
delivering tailored products to customers builds
customers’ trust in the bank and strengthens
the bank-customer relationship. Trust on digital
banking was reported as a function of customers’
perceived trustworthiness of a bank (Fig. ( Fig.22).
Theoretical implications of the study
The most prominent outcome of the present study
pertains to the significance given to the in-branch
customers’ experience and the changing role of bank
branches to encourage customers to adopt digital
channels for conducting future banking transactions.
This study proposed a model that highlights the
impact of in-branch customer engagement on their
intention to adopt digital banking channels in India.
The present study contributes to the literature
by studying how personalisation and in-branch
initiatives can facilitate building customers’ initial
trust towards digital banking channels. In prior
literature, some studies have been conducted on
customers’ behavioural factors (Malhotra and Singh
2010; Singh and Kaur 2011; Sinha and Mukherjee
2016) with regard to technology acceptance in the
Indian banking industry. However, our study is
first to explore and understand the significance of
in-branch efforts of banks to migrate customers
to adopt digital banking channels. Impact of inbranch communication with the customers about
technology-driven efforts has hardly received any
scholarly attention.
Various studies have reported a strong, positive
relationship between perceived usefulness, ease of
use and customers’ attitude to adopt the technology
(Wang et al. 2003; Juwaheer et al. 2012; Wentzel
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et al. 2013; Loureiro et al. 2014). Our research
indicates that effective in-branch communication
between branch staff and customers (Sathye
1999; Pikkarainen et al. 2004) and computer selfefficacy (Roy et al. 2017) developed through live
demonstration in the digitally enabled branches
may significantly influence the customers’ attitude
and intention to use digital banking channels.
The study reveals that branch service quality
influences the customers’ adoption of online
banking services (Yap et al. 2010) by developing
the trust of customers in e-banking services.
Indian banks, mainly public sector banks, need
to focus on training their staff with interpersonal
skills to become more productive and effective.
This finding is also supported by Kaur et al. (2012)
in a previous study in which they highlighted the
significance of training the bank employees as per
bank’s future strategies and plans to improve their
job commitment.
Our study supports the view that offline fulfilment
for customer satisfaction is as significant as online
service quality (Semeijin et al. 2005). Further,
we add to the literature by establishing a direct
relationship between customers’ trust in the bank
and its e-banking services. The study emphasised the
significance of customer relationship management
(CRM) to identify the customer segments and target
high-touch clients in a bank branch to increase
return on investment.
Managerial implications
In emerging countries, the challenge for the
banking industry is to meet the needs of highly
distinctive segments of customers in urban, semiurban and rural areas. Against all the sunny reports
released by the banking industry regarding digital
banking adoption in India, our research findings
suggest that banks need to take serious in-branch
initiatives to educate and make a majority of
customers comfortable with digital channels for
banking payments and transactions. The present
study elucidates the need to transform future bank
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branches by identifying cost-effective strategies.
Trust on digital banking has been identified as a
function of customers’ perceived trustworthiness
of the bank. If customers trust the bank and its
services, then they would intend to use the other
digital mediums as well. Understanding and
segmenting the branch visiting customers on the
basis of how tech-savvy they are, their investments
with the bank, banking needs, frequency of branch
visits and then targeting the high-cost customers on
a priority basis by offering them the right channel
mix (customer-centric approach) can make it
possible for banks to increase return on investment
and develop strong bank-customer relationship.
Hence, banking regulators and industry should
focus their attention to develop strong customer
relationship management (CRM) practices in the
branches to deepen the relationship with customers
which in turn helps to build their trust in digital
banking channels. One of the major hurdles in
adopting the innovative digital banking channel is
the lack of customers’ trust. Hence banks need
to build the trust of customers through providing
them personalised banking services by identifying
the different segments of customers and offering
them the right channel mix.
The study also identifies various integrated cultural
and organisational obstacles particularly in public
sector banks which hinder the customers’ adoption
of digital banking. The banks need to focus the
marketing strategy on enabling branches with
digital capabilities, deploying more digitally trained
employees in the branches to develop technological
self-efficacy among customers to use innovative
digital banking channels which in turn can help to
reduce the digital divide in India.
This study draws the attention of the bank managers
towards the need to design appropriate in-branch
communication strategy by identifying various
segments of branch visiting customers and make
special efforts for the training of frontline branch
staff (Cooper et al. 1994) to instil expertise not only
in banking technology but also in communication
skills. Further, our interview data suggest that banks
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in India are concerned about the high cost involved
in branch digitisation. Banks need to understand
that return on investment in technology would
occur in the long run only if the large chunk of
its customers migrates to digital channels and that
is possible with the transformation of existing
branch service model (Tang 2016). Migration of
customers to digital banking channels in India calls
for developing branch transformation strategy
with the focus on a customer-centric approach.
However, the branch transformation is seen to
face various challenges, especially in the context
of public sector banks in India. These issues raise
the urgent need for focusing on improving inbranch practices of banks to convince customers
to migrate to digital banking channels.
Due to COVID-19 maintaining physical distancing
and providing in-branch services to customers is
another challenge for banks in India with a high
number of branch visiting customers. In this
strange time, banks can put a restriction on the
number of customers entering the branch at a time
with flexible working hours to spread customer
footfall and rotating staff. Additionally, visit by
appointment only could be another alternative for
banks to ensure the safety of customers and staff.
The banks can also develop integrated services
for customers in rural areas where business
correspondents and India Post channel can provide
banking services using digital tools at the doorstep
of the customers with the purpose of reducing the
number of customers visiting the branch.
Limitations of the study and future research
The study significantly contributes to the literature
but with few limitations which can be addressed in
future research. The present study concentrates on
bank managers perceptions about in-branch efforts.
For future research, it would be fruitful to trace out
the perceptions of customers regarding the impact
of in-branch efforts on their adoption of digital
banking channels. Further, insights from this study
could be used to frame a model for the impact of
in-branch initiatives on customers’ adoption of
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digital banking that can be empirically tested. Future
research can examine the impact of COVID-19 on
digital banking and mobile payments acceptance
in India as the current pandemic situation has
encouraged customers to access remote banking
services. Another avenue for future research is
exploring the potential of modern agent networkbased payment models in reaching out financially
excluded sections and examining whether these
new models are an opportunity or threat to the
established digital channels.
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Maharashtra: The Lighthouse of India’s
industrial dream

Maharashtra is the economic and
industrial powerhouse of India
and is the largest economy in the
country. The state’s GSDP is more
than USD 400 billion, accounting
for almost 15% of the country’s
GDP. With a contribution of over
15% to the Industrial output of the
country, the state records the highest
value of exports, accounting for
21% of India’s total exports during
2019-20. In fact, Maharashtra was
ranked 2nd on NITI Aayog’s Export
Preparedness Index, 2020.

The state has been a preferred
investment destination for foreign
investors since the 1991 reforms
and has attracted more than USD
140 billion in FDI from 2000-2020,
accounting for 30% of India’s share.
Maharashtra also has the largest
pool of trained manpower in the
country and the highest employable
rate in India.
What is it that makes Maharashtra
one of the most preferred investment
destination in the country? The state
has been known for its dynamic
leadership, an efficient administration,
vibrant infrastructure, a progressive
society and consistency in policies. To
support and facilitate infrastructure
and investment led growth, the
Government of Maharashtra has
consistently worked towards providing
a strong policy framework comprising
demand and supply led incentives
and subsidies. In addition, the state
offers the highest employable talent
due to its constant focus on training,
capacity building and upskilling of
its manpower. Revolutionary policies
including the Industrial Policy,
2019 and the Package Scheme of
Incentives, 2019 have influenced
the infrastructure led development.
Acknowledging the development
of infrastructure and logistics, the
Government of Maharashtra has
displayed high priority towards the
development of Transport and allied
MEDC Economic Digest

services. Over 30+ mega projects
are currently under development and
USD 40 billion is already allocated in
developing transport infrastructure
around key manufacturing and
industrial zones. This has attracted
investors across the state and is helping
develop logistics equitably
A critical role in bringing investments
and
ensuring
infrastructure
development in the state is played
by the Maharashtra Industrial
Developmental
Corporation
(MIDC) which is the Government
of Maharashtra’s nodal investment
promotion agency. The corporation
is not only the country’s largest
Industrial development authority
but one of South East Asia’s most
competent Investment Promotion
Authority. It provides a single point
of contact for all investor relations
and manages 289 industrial parks built
over 2.25 lakh acres of land across
the state. Since its inception, MIDC
has enabled the state to achieve an
undisputed leadership position with
regards to investments and industries.
Set up in the year 1962 by the special
act of the state government with the
mandate to achieve balanced industrial
development in Maharashtra, it is the
special planning body which operates
through a vast network of local offices
and acts as an important link between
investors and the government.
Currently, MIDC administers the
investment lifecycle in the state from
outreach to aftercare and is responsible
for providing essential infrastructure
to businesses like land, power, water
and more. MIDC as an investment
promotion agency is strongly
supported by the state government’s
pro-industry policies and incentive
schemes.
Even during the COVID pandemic
year 2020, MIDC has facilitated
investments commitments worth
Rs 1,67,762 crore in one year from
June 2020 to June 2021, under the

Magnetic Maharashtra 2.0 initiative.
The Magnetic Maharashtra 2.0
program was launched by the
Hon’Chief Minister in June 2020,
to target the restoration of state’s
economic activity and fight against
the impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic. In three instalments of
Magnetic Maharashtra 2.0 MoU
signing events in June, November
and December 2020, Maharashtra
garnered investment commitments
worth INR 112,939 Crores. Besides
these investment commitments,
the state also attracted regular
investments of INR 14,698 Crores
& FDI investments of INR 79,216
Crore during the past one year. With
these investments, the state has
succeeded in mobilizing industrial
investments of over INR 2,00,000
crores. Between June 2020 to June
2021, MIDC has signed 56 MOUs
with large conglomerates including
that from countries such as the US,
the United Kingdom, Spain, Japan,
Singapore and South Korea.
These commitments underpin the fact
that Maharashtra continues to be the
powerhouse of industrial development
in India. The state’s capacity to harbor
industrial ecosystem coupled with
visionary leaders and policymakers
that successfully deploys resources in
a strategic manner makes Maharashtra
a business destination like no other.
Maharashtra has been growing rapidly
and is on path to becoming the nation’s
first trillion-dollar economy.
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